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Abstract.
Background: Cognitive aging is a dynamic process in late life with significant heterogeneity across individuals.
Objective: To review the evidence for latent classes of cognitive trajectories and to identify the associated predictors and
outcomes.
Methods: A systematic search was performed in MEDLINE and EMBASE for articles that identified two or more cognitive
trajectories in adults. The study was conducted following the PRISMA statement.
Results: Thirty-seven studies were included, ranging from 219 to 9,704 participants, with a mean age of 60 to 93.4 years. Most
studies (n = 30) identified distinct cognitive trajectories using latent class growth analysis. The trajectory profile commonly
consisted of three to four classes with progressively decreasing baseline and increasing rate of decline—a ‘stable-high’
class characterized as maintenance of cognitive function at high level, a ‘minor-decline’ class or ‘stable-medium’ class that
declines gradually over time, and a ‘rapid-decline’ class with the steepest downward slope. Generally, membership of better
classes was predicted by younger age, being female, more years of education, better health, healthier lifestyle, higher social
engagement and lack of genetic risk variants. Some factors (e.g., education) were found to be associated with cognitive
function over time only within individual classes.
Conclusion: Cognitive aging in late life is a dynamic process with significant inter-individual variability. However, it remains
unclear whether similar patterns of cognitive aging are observed across all cognitive domains. Further research into unique
factors which promote the maintenance of high-cognitive function is needed to help inform public policy.
Keywords: Cognitive function, longitudinal, older adults, prospective, risk factors, trajectory

INTRODUCTION
Healthy aging has been defined as the process of
developing and maintaining the functional ability that
enables well-being in older age [1]. It highlights the
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absence of age-related decline in intrinsic capacities
during the aging process. Since cognitive function is
one of the most important capacities which significantly influence the well-being of older adults [1],
maintenance of optimal cognitive function is essential
for healthy aging.
Cognitive aging refers to the dynamic and variable longitudinal changes in cognitive function that
inherently occur throughout the aging process [2].
When severe, these changes can be considered as
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symptoms of pathological conditions. There is extensive research literature focused on the identification
of risk and protective factors of severe cognitive
impairment, or incident dementia [3–5]. However,
most have primarily compared two groups, those with
severe decline or dementia compared to all other individuals, and often only across two assessments. A
lack of longitudinal repeated cognitive assessments
might not sufficiently capture the likely substantial
intra-individual heterogeneity and the natural process
of cognitive aging over time. The group of individuals
who do not experience severe cognitive impairment
might also be highly heterogeneous. It is likely that a
fraction of individuals might experience gradual agerelated cognitive loss to varying degrees as they age
[2]. Importantly, there also appears to be a group of
‘successful cognitive agers’ who maintain their cognitive function at high levels, even with advancing
age [6].
Using longitudinally collected cognitive data from
at least three timepoints provides opportunities to
determine the ‘patterns’ or ‘trajectories’ of cognitive
function, highlighting the dynamic nature of cognitive aging and reflecting its continuous change over
time [7]. This approach presents the cognitive assessments longitudinally as a curve and facilitates a more
detailed description of the natural evolution of cognitive aging as well as its intra-individual change.
However, most of these studies did not consider
the inter-individual difference. For example, some
studies analyzed the average patterns of the cognitive trajectories based on a single curve, assuming
that the sample was from a homogenous population
[8–13]. Also, some other studies compared the trajectories between subsamples classified based on a
pre-specified factor (i.e., male versus female), with
a hypothesis that this factor contributes to differential trajectories [14–18]. Either design might have
underestimated the population heterogeneity.
In the recent decade, some studies of cognitive trajectories have emerged that also considered
population heterogeneity [19, 20]. These studies
further identified latent classes of cognitive trajectories by classifying and clustering the participants
with similar cognitive trajectories. This data-driven
and hypothesis-free approach take both the intraindividual change and inter-individual difference into
account, which more comprehensively delineates the
natural process of cognitive aging. The aim of this
review is to systematically summarize the research
findings from the studies which identified multiple
latent classes of cognitive trajectories.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This systematic review was registered (PROSPERO; CRD42020156754) and conducted in line
with PRISMA guidelines [21]. Further details
regarding the methodology are described in the
Supplementary Material. Briefly, any studies investigating longitudinal trajectories of cognitive function
in a general adult population (18 + years) were eligible. A cognitive trajectory was defined as assessing
cognitive function using three or more waves of
data. A systematic search was conducted in two
databases via Ovid, MEDLINE and EMBASE, from
inception until 6 November 2019 (Supplementary
Table 1). Three reviewers (ZW, AZZP, and TA)
independently assessed studies for eligibility and
extracted information from those articles deemed
eligible. Discrepancies were resolved by discussion
and consultation. Quality of each selected study was
assessed using a modified version of the NewcastleOttawa Scale (NOS) for cohort studies [22]. A
higher number of stars indicates higher quality and
lower risk of bias. Due to high heterogeneity across
studies, a meta-analysis was not undertaken. A
narrative synthesis of the main findings is presented.

RESULTS
Study characteristics
From an initial 2,747 records identified, 37 studies
published between 2005 and 2019 were included in
the final review (Fig. 1 and Supplementary Table 2).
All studies were longitudinal, 92% community-based
and most included generally healthy participants.
Sixty percent of studies were conducted in North
America, 24% in Europe, and 16% in Asia. The
sample size of studies ranged from 219 to 9704.
The majority of participants were older adults (mean
age from 60.0 to 93.4 years). All but three studies
included males and females, and there were varying
ethnicities.
The studies could be grouped into four categories
on the basis of how cognitive trajectories and the
latent classes were identified. There were 22 studies which determined the latent classes of cognitive
trajectories based on the longitudinal patterns of cognitive function and analyzed the associated factors
(Table 1). Six studies investigated cognitive function jointly with another variable including death,
dementia, grip strength, physical function and frailty
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Fig. 1. PRISMA flow diagram of study selection.

(Table 2). Seven studies classified the participants
solely based on the slope parameter of cognitive
change over time (Table 3). The fourth category
included two studies that pre-specified latent classes
of cognitive trajectories to discriminate those who
were diagnosed with dementia during follow-up from
those who were not (Table 4). Findings of the predictors and outcomes which were associated with the
membership of trajectory classes were summarized
in Supplementary Table 3.

Cognitive assessment
The majority of studies assessed global cognitive function (n = 30), using most commonly the
Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) (n = 14)

and others using modified MMSE, Telephone Interview for Cognitive Status (TICS), Short Portable
Mental Status Questionnaire, Alzheimer’s Disease
Assessment Scale–Cognitive Subscale (ADAS-Cog)
and composite scores. There were nine studies which
focused on episodic memory, three on executive function, one on processing speed and another on multiple
domains (attention, language, visuospatial skills).
The number of waves of cognitive assessment
ranged from three to 19, with a median of five waves
and the length of follow-up ranged from two to
21 years (median nine years). Most studies (n = 22)
required participants to have data from a minimum of
two waves to be included in their analysis, but eight
studies set this as three or more waves. Three studies
had no inclusion criteria on the minimum number of
waves of cognitive assessment.
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Table 1
Characteristics of cognitive trajectories
Country
(name of
study)

Inclusion criteria

Sample size,
mean age (SD),
gender, ethnicity

Cognitive
assessment

Follow-up Trajectory
analysis

Trajectory classes (% of
sample)

Terrera
et al. [26]

UK (CC75C)

Aged 75+; cognitive
data available at
baseline; no intermittent
cognitive data

2,053
80.9 (4.6) y
Female (65%)
Ethnicity n.s.

MMSE

4 waves,
9y

Growth
mixture
models

Howrey
et al. [40]

US
(H-EPESE)

Aged 65+; Mexican
American; complete
data of included
baseline variables

MMSE

7 waves,
18 y

Group-based
trajectory
models

Downer
et al. [42]

US
(H-EPESE)

MMSE

4 waves,
9y

Latent class
growth
analysis
(model n.s.)

3 classes
1. Persistent high (31%)
2. Decline but high (53%)
3. Decline to low (16%)

Yu et al.
[52]

US
(ROS+MAP)

Aged 75+; Mexican
American; cognitive
data available at
2 + waves; completed
baseline visit without a
proxy
No dementia at
baseline; autopsy data
available (decedents);
cognitive data available
at 2 + waves

2,767
73.2 (6.5) y
Female (58%)
Mexican
American
1,328
80.9 (4.4) y
Female (63%)
Mexican
American

3 classes
1. Good performers with
smooth decline (41%)
2. Moderate cognitively
impaired with constant
sharp decline (5%)
3. Cognitively impaired
with sharp and changing
decline (54%)
3 classes
1. Stable (30%)
2. Slow decline (50%)
3. Rapid decline (20%)

876
80.3 (6.9) y
Female (66%)
White, Others

Composite
score
(general)

19 waves,
18 y

Randomeffects
mixture
models

Chen
et al. [58]

Taiwan
(TLSA)

2,300
71.0 (5.0) y
Female (45%)
Chinese

SPMSQ

5 waves,
14 y

Group-based
trajectory
models

Min et al.
[36]

South Korea
(KLoSA)

2,445
67.5 (5.6) y
Female (46%)
Korean

MMSE

4 waves,
6y

Growth
mixture
models

4 classes
1. Non-decliners (44%)
2. Moderate decliners (35%)
3. Severe decliners (13%)
4. Decline with large
fluctuation (8%)
3 classes
1. High-stable (17%)
2. Starting high and
declining (52%)
3. Starting low and
declining (31%)
2 classes
1. Stable (93%)
2. Sharp cognitive decline
(7%)

Aged 65+; no stroke;
cognitive data available
at 1993 (first wave of
cognitive assessment)
and any subsequent
waves (2 + waves)
Aged 60+; MMSE ≥ 24;
cognitive data available
at 3 + waves
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Table 1
Continued
Country
(name of
study)

Inclusion criteria

Sample size,
mean age (SD),
gender, ethnicity

Cognitive
assessment

Follow-up Trajectory
analysis

Trajectory classes (% of
sample)

Lee et al.
[39]

South Korea
(KLoSA)

Aged 55–84;
MMSE ≥ 20; attended
all 5 waves; no missing
data in included
variables

3,729
55–84 y
Female (54%)
Korean

MMSE

5 waves,
8y

Growth
mixture
models

Park et al. US (HRS +
Aged 65+; attended
[30]
AHEAD +
3 + waves of visits; no
CODA + WB) missing data in
childhood variables

7,374
73.4 (6.4) y
Female (59%)
White, Others

Composite
score
(general)

7 waves,
12 y

Growth
mixture
models

Espeland
et al. [31]

US (WHIMS) Postmenopausal women
aged 65–79; in the HRT
trial of WHI; cognitive
data available at
2 + waves

2,561
80.8 (3.5) y
Female (100%)
White, Others

3MS TICS-m

11 waves,
10 y

Group-based
trajectory
models

Elovainio
et al. [75]

UK
(Whitehall II
Study)

6,072
41–61 y
Female (29%)
White, Others

Composite
score
(general)

5 waves,
21 y

Group-based
trajectory
models

4 classes
1. High-Maintaining (20%)
2. Moderate-Stable (44%)
3. Low-Decreasing (23%)
4. Moderate declined to
severe impairment (13%)
5 classes
1. Stable High (15%)
2. High-to-Moderate (20%)
3. Stable Moderate (53%)
4. Moderate-to-Low (8%)
5. Stable Low (4%)
5 classes
1. Consistently high (20%)
2. Relative improvement
(25%)
3. Decline to median (19%)
4. Decline to low (18%)
5. Consistently low (18%)
3 classes
1. High (31%)
2. Medium (49%)
3. Low (20%)

McFall
et al. [49]

Canada
(VLS)

882
71.6 (8.9) y
Female (66%)
Ethnicity n.s.

Composite
score (EM)

3 waves,
9y

Growth
mixture
models

Aged 35–55;
London-based civil
servants; attended
baseline, wave 2
follow-up and any
subsequent waves
(3 + waves)
Aged 53–85;
MMSE ≥ 24; no
brain-related injuries or
conditions; no stroke or
depression; cognitive
data available at
1 + wave

3 classes (EM)
1. Stable memory aging
(31%)
2. Normal memory aging
(47%)
3. Declining memory aging
(22%)
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Table 1
Continued
Country
(name of
study)

Inclusion criteria

Sample size,
mean age (SD),
gender, ethnicity

Cognitive
assessment

Follow-up Trajectory
analysis

Trajectory classes (% of
sample)

Hayden
et al. [20]

US (ROS)

Catholic nuns, priests
and brothers; no
dementia at recruitment;
autopsy data available
(decedents)
Aged 55–90; White;
Hachinski Ischemic
Score ≤ 4; GDS < 6;
good general health;
cognitive data available
at 2 + waves

1,049
75.0 (7.0) y
Female (69%)
White, Others

Composite
score
(general)

16 waves,
15 y

Randomeffects
mixture
models

3 classes
1. Slow decline (65%)
2. Moderate decline (27%)
3. Rapid decline (8%)

219
75.9 (5.1) y
Female (47%)
White

RAVLT (EM)

11 waves,
9y

Group-based
trajectory
models

6 classes
1. Norm 12.9-Stable (10%)
2. Norm 9.4-Curvilinear
decline (14%)
3. Norm 9.1-Curvilinear
decline (14%)
4. Norm 6.9-Stable (20%)
5. Norm 6.2-Linear decline
(27%)
6. Norm 3.3-Linear decline
(15%)
4 classes†
1: High-Decline
(advantaged) (22%)
2. Medium (higher)-Decline
(28%)
3. Medium (lower)-Decline
(27%)
4. Low-Decline
(disadvantaged) (24%)
5 classes
1. No decline (32%)
2. Minimal decline (44%)
3. Moderate decline (15%)
4. Progressive decline (7%)
5. Rapid decline (3%)
4 classes
1. Stable-High (44%)
2. Stable-Low (17%)
3. Decline (27%)
4. Rapid decline (12%)

Ding et al. US (ADNI)
[45]
and Canada

TampubolonUK (ELSA)
et al. [53]

Aged 50+; complete
information at the last
wave of visit

5,912
71.7 (7.1) y
Female (56%)
White, Others

TICS

6 waves,
11 y

Latent class
growth
analysis
(model n.s.)

Han et al.
[25]

US (PEP
Study)

Aged 70+; no assistance
in ADLs; no significant
cognitive impairment;
no terminal illness

754
78.4 (5.3) y
Female (65%)
White, Others

MMSE

7 waves,
9y

Group-based
trajectory
models

Zahodne
et al. [50]

US
(WHICAP)

Aged 65+; no dementia
at recruitment; attended
baseline visit

2,593
76.0 (n.s.) y
Female (69%)
White, African
American,
Hispanic

Composite
score (EM)

5 waves,
8y

Growth
mixture
models
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Authors

Country
(name of
study)

Inclusion criteria

Sample size,
mean age (SD),
gender, ethnicity

Cognitive
assessment

Follow-up Trajectory
analysis

Trajectory classes (% of
sample)

Zahodne
et al. [43]

US
(WHICAP)

Aged 65+; no dementia
at recruitment; attended
baseline visit

2,593
76.0 (n.s.) y
Female (69%)
White, African
American,
Hispanic
5,812
60.0 (9.8) y
Female (55%)
Korean

Composite
score (EM)

5 waves,
8y

Growth
mixture
models

4 classes
1. Stable-High (44%)
2. Stable-Low (17%)
3. Decline (27%)
4. Rapid decline (12%)

MMSE

3 waves,
4y

Growth
mixture
models

4 classes
1. Consistently high (77%)
2. Decreased (15%)
3. Increased (4%)
4. Consistently low (4%)
3 classes (MMSE)†
1. High-Stable (33%)
2. Medium-Stable (65%)
4 classes (MBT-List1/2)†
1. High-Stable (44%)
2. Medium (higher)-Stable
(36%)
3. Medium (lower)-Stable
(17%)
4. Low-Decrease (3%)
3 classes (EM)†
1. High-Stable (41%)
2. High-Major decline
(21%)
3. Medium-Stable (38%)

Kim et al. South Korea
[32]
(KLoSA)

Teipel
et al. [34]

France
(INSIGHTPreAD
Study)

Lin et al.
[51]

US and
Canada
(ADNI)

Aged 60+; complete
data at wave 1–3

Aged 70–85; subjective
memory complaint;
unimpaired cognition;
visual and auditory
acuity adequate for
neuropsychological
testing; had a baseline
PET amyloid imaging;
MMSE and MBT
assessed at all 5 waves
Aged 55–90; without
cognitive impairment
(MMSE 24–30) and
major psychiatric
disorder; Clinical
Dementia Rating global
score = 0

265
76.3 (3.4) y
Female (62%)
White

MMSE
5 waves,
MBT-Binding 2 y
List1/2

Group-based
trajectory
models

354
74.5 (6.5) y
Female (54%)
White, Others

2 composite
scores (EM,
EF)

Growth
mixture
models

5 waves,
4y

4 classes
(MBT-Binding)†
1. High-Stable (18%)
2. Medium
(higher)-Stable (40%)
3. Low-Decline (2%)
3. Medium
(lower)-Stable (36%)
4. Low-Stable (6%)
3 classes (EF)†
1. High-Increase (41%)
2. High-Major decline
(21%)
3. Low-Minor decline
(38%)
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Table 1
Continued
Country (name
of study)

Inclusion criteria

Sample size, mean
age (SD), gender,
ethnicity

Cognitive
assessment

Follow-up

Trajectory
analysis

Trajectory classes (% of
sample)

Graziane
et al. [23]

US (MYHAT)

Aged 65+; not residents
of long-term care
institutions;
age-education-corrected
MMSE ≥ 21; no severe
impairment in vision or
hearing; decisionally
capacitated; attended all 6
waves of visit

1,978
77.7 (7.4) y
Female (61%)
White, Others

5 composite
scores (5
domains)

6 waves, 5
y

Group-based
trajectory
models

Sha et al.
[33]

China
(CHARLS)

Aged 60+; attended all 4
waves; no missing data in
included variables

3,584
66.6 (5.5) y
Female (47%)
Chinese

TICS EM
score

4 waves, 4
y

Growth
mixture
models

6 classes†
Attention
1. Highest-Stable (3%)
2. High-Stable (17%)
3. Medium (higher)-Stable
(28%)
4. Medium (lower)-Minor
decline (32%)
5. Low-Minor decline (15%)
6. Lowest-Major decline (4%)
*
1. Highest-Stable (6%)
2. High-Stable (26%)
EF
3. Medium -Stable (37%)
4. Medium -Minor decline
(21%)
5. Low-Major decline (7%)*
6. Lowest-Stable (2%)*
Language
1. Highest-Stable (20%)
2. High-Stable (33%)
3. Medium -Stable (27%)
4. Medium -Minor decline
(12%)
5. Low-Major decline (7%)*
6. Lowest-Major decline
(2%)*
3 classes (EF)†
Male/Female
1. High-Decline (50%/30%)
2. Medium-Stable (34%/40%)
3. Low-Increase (16%/30%)

6 classes†
Memory
1. Highest-Minor increase
(10%)
2. High-Minor increase
(23%)
3. Medium
(higher)-Minor increase
(26%)
4. Medium (lower)-Stable
(21%)
5. Low-Major decline
(13%)*
6. Lowest-Major decline
(7%)*
Visuospatial skill
1. Highest-Stable (2%)
2. High-Minor decline
(7%)
3. Medium
(higher)-Stable (19%)
4. Medium (lower)-Stable
(37%)
5. Low-Stable (24%)
6. Lowest-Stable (11%)*

4 classes (EM)†
Male
1. High-Decline (40%)
2. Medium
(higher)-Increase (11%)
3. Medium
(lower)-Decline (18%)
4. Low-Decline (31%)

4 Classes (EM)†
Female
1. High-Decline (8%)
2. Medium
(higher)-Decline (24%)
3. Medium
(lower)-Decline (56%)
4. Low-Decline (12%)

n.s., not stated; MMSE, Mini-Mental State Examination; SPMSQ, The Short Portable Mental Status Questionnaire; TICS, Telephone Interview for Cognitive Status; MBT, memory binding test;
3MS/mMMSE, Modified Mini-Mental State Examination; RAVLT, Search Results Web results Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test; EM, episodic memory; EF, executive function; PET, positron
emission tomography; HRT, hormone replacement therapy; WHI, Women’s Health Initiative; ADL, activity of daily living; GDS, Geriatric Depression Scale *designated as persistently low group
with a composite z-score of -1 or lower during the majority of the follow-up period. 1) The label of each trajectory class was transcribed verbatim from the articles. Where the labels were not
stated in the article† , they were described based on baseline and rate of change in this Table. 2) The order of each trajectory class was from the most advantaged to the most disadvantaged.
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Table 2
Characteristics of joint cognitive trajectories
Country (name Inclusion criteria
of study)

Marioni
et al. [44]

France
(PAQUID)

Marioni
et al. [54]

Cognitive
assessment;
Joint variable

Follow-up

Trajectory
analysis

Cognitive trajectory classes
(% of sample)

Joint trajectory classes
(% of sample)

Aged 65+; no missing data in 3,653
cognition or covariates
75.3 (6.8) y
Female (58%)
Ethnicity n.s.

MMSE Death
records

10 waves,
20 y

Joint latent
class mixed
models

France
(PAQUID)

Aged 65+; no missing data
for cognition or covariates

Joint latent
class mixed
models

Sweden
(OCTO-Twin)

Aged 80+; dizygotic or
monozygotic twin pairs; no
missing data in covariates

Composite
score (general)
Dementia
(DSM-III-R)
MMSE Martin
vigorimeter

10 waves,
20 y

Robitaille
et al. [41]

5 waves,
8y

Joint growth
mixture
models

Hu et al.
[37]

China
(CLHLS)

Aged 80–105; cognitive data
available at all 7 waves

2,854
77.0 (6.8) y
Female (59%)
Ethnicity n.s.
702
82.9 (3.3) y
Female (68%)
Ethnicity n.s.
6,842
93.4 (7.3) y
Female (60%)
Chinese

MMSE Death
records

7 waves,
16 y

Group-based
trajectory
models

Liu et al.
[57]

US (PEP
Study)

Aged 70+; preserved ADLs;
no significant cognitive
impairment; no terminal
illness; cognitive data
available at 2 + waves

690
82.0 (11.9) y
Female (65%)
White, Others

MMSE
Composite
frailty score

7 waves,
9y

Group-based
multitrajectory
models

4 classes (death)†
1. Low incident rate (51%)
2. Medium (lower) incident rate
(34%)
3. Medium (higher) incident
rate (11%)
4. High incident rate (4%)
3 classes (dementia)‡
1. Low incident rate (70%)
2. Medium incident rate (21%)
3. High incident rate (9%)
3 classes (grip strength)
1. High functioning (40%)
2. Moderate functioning (31%)
3. Low functioning (29%)
4 classes (death)†
1. Slow increase (53%)
2. Moderate increase (31%)
3. Progressive increase (13%)
4. Rapid increase (3%)
4 classes (frailty)
1. No cognitive frailty (28%)
2. Progressive frailty (46%)
3. Progressive frailty (20%)
4. Cognitive frailty (7%)

Aged 55–90; MMSE 24–30
(EMCI and LMCI) or 20–26
(AD); preserved ADLs;
amyloid data available at
1 + wave; ADAS-Cog13 and
FAQ data available at
baseline and any subsequent
waves (2 + waves)

1,192
73.4 (7.4) y
Female (57%)
White, Others

ADAS-Cog13
FAQ

4 waves,
2y

Joint growth
mixture
models

4 classes
1. High baseline cognition
(51%)
2. Low baseline cognition
(34%)
3. Slow decliners (11%)
4. Immediate decliners (4%)
3 classes
1. Non-decliners (70%)
2. Moderate decliners (21%)
3. Fast decliners (9%)
3 classes
1. High functioning (40%)
2. Moderate functioning (31%)
3. Low functioning (29%)
4 classes
1. Slow decline (53%)
2. Moderate decline (31%)
3. Progressive decline (13%)
4. Rapid decline (3%)
4 classes
1. No cognitive frailty (28%)
2. Slow cognitive decline (46%)
3. Rapid cognitive decline
(20%)
4. Cognitive frailty (7%)
3 classes
1. Lowest baseline-Minimal
change (69%)
2. Intermediate baseline-Slow
worsening (18%)
3. Highest baseline-Steepest
worsening (13%)

Hochstetler US and
et al. [69] Canada
(ADNI)

Sample size,
mean age
(SD), gender,
ethnicity

3 classes (physical function)
1. Lowest baseline-Minimal
change (69%)
2. Intermediate baseline-Slow
worsening (18%)
3. Highest baseline-Steepest
worsening (13%)

467

n.s., not stated; MMSE, Mini-Mental State Examination; DSM, Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders; ADAS-Cog13, Alzheimer’s Disease Assessment Scale–Cognitive Subscale
13-item version; FAQ, Functional Activities Questionnaire; EMCI, early mild cognitive impairment; LMCI, late mild cognitive impairment; AD, Alzheimer’s disease; ADL, activity of daily living.
1) The label of each trajectory class was transcribed verbatim from the articles. Where the labels were not stated in the article† , they were described based on baseline and rate of change in this
table. 2) The order of each trajectory class was from the most advantaged to the most disadvantaged.
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Authors

Country
(name of
study)

Inclusion criteria

Sample size,
mean age (SD),
gender, ethnicity

Cognitive
assessment

Follow-up Trajectory
analysis

Trajectory classes (% of sample)

Barnes
et al. [27]

US (SOF)

Aged 65+; white; physically mobile;
without a bilateral hip replacement or
prior hip fracture

9,704
71.7 (5.3) y
Female (100%)
White

3MS

5 waves,
15 y

Random-effects
models

Yaffe
et al. [55]

US (SOF)

Aged 65+; white; physically mobile;
survived until age 80; without a bilateral
hip replacement or prior hip fracture; 3MS
and TMTB available at baseline and any
subsequent waves (2 + waves)

7,477 (3MS)
6503 (TMTB)
71.0 (n.s.) y
Female (100%)
White

3MS TMTB

6 waves,
20 y
(3MS)
5 waves,
16 y
(TMTB)

Mixed-effects
models

Yaffe
et al. [28]

US (Health
ABC Study)

2,509
70–79 y
Female (53%)
White, Black

3MS

4 waves,
7y

Random-effects
models

Yaffe
et al. [56]

US (Health
ABC Study)

Aged 70–79; preserved ADLs; able to
walk 0.25 mile or climb 10 steps without
resting; no life-threatening cancer;
baseline 3MS ≥ 80; cognitive data
available at baseline and any subsequent
waves (2 + waves)
Aged 70–79; preserved ADLs; able to
walk 0.25 mile or climb 10 steps without
resting; no life-threatening cancer;
cognitive data available at baseline and
any subsequent waves (2 + waves)

2,733
74.0 (n.s.) y
Female (52%)
White, Black

3MS

3 waves,
4y

Mixed-effects
models

Rosano
et al. [35]

US (Health
ABC Study)

Aged 70–79; preserved ADLs; able to
walk 0.25 mile or climb 10 steps without
resting; no life-threatening cancer;
cognitive data available at baseline and
any subsequent waves (2 + waves)

258
82.9 (n.s.) y
Female (56%)
White, Black

3MS

5 waves,
10 y

Mixed-effects
models

3 classes
1. Cognitive maintainers (slope ≥ 0, 9%)
2. Minor decliners (slope < 0 but > lowest tertile,
58%)
3. Major decliners (slope ≤ lowest tertile, 33%)
3 classes (3MS)
1. Best performers (slope = quintile 5, 22%)
2. Middle performers (slope = quintile 2–4, 58%)
3. Worst performers (slope = quintile 1, 20%)
3 classes (TMTB)
1. Best performers (slope = quintile 5, 22%)
2. Middle performers (slope = quintile 2–4, 59%)
3. Worst performers (slope = quintile 1, 19%)
3 classes
1. Cognitive maintainers (slope ≥ 0, 30%)
2. Minor decliners (slope < 0 but > 1 SD below
mean, 53%)
3. Major decliners (slope ≤ 1 SD below mean,
16%)
3 classes
1. Cognitive maintainers (slope ≥ 0, 36%)
2. Minor decliners (slope < 0 but ≥ 1 SD below
mean, 48%)
3. Major decliners (slope < 1 SD below mean,
16%)
2 classes
1. Cognitive maintainers (slope ≥ 0, 59%)
2. Cognitive decliners (slope < 0, 41%)
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Table 3
Slope-based cognitive trajectories

Authors

Country
(name of
study)

Inclusion criteria

Sample size,
mean age (SD),
gender, ethnicity

Cognitive
assessment

Follow-up Trajectory
analysis

Trajectory classes (% of sample)

Casaletto
et al. [38]

US (Healthy
Aging Study)

Aged 65–100; no neurological condition;
no functional decline; no phenotypes of
both declining processing speed and
memory; attended 2 + waves of visits

n = 314
69.3 (7.5) y
Female (55%)
Ethnicity n.s.

Composite
score
(processing
speed)
CVLT-II
(EM)

13 waves, Mixed-effects
16.5 y
models

n = 7,328 for
exploration
n = 122 for
replication
65 + y
Female (48%)
White

Composite
score
(general)

4 waves, Mixed-effects
10 y
models
(SOF)
3 waves, 6
y (MrOS)

2 classes
Processing speed
1. Stable (slope ≥ 1 SD below mean, 84%)
2. Decliners (slope < 1 SD below mean, 16%)
EM
1. Stable (slope ≥ 1 SD below mean, 84%)
2. Decliners (slope < 1 SD below mean, 16%)
2 classes
SOF (n = 3508, Female)
1. Cognitive maintainers (slope ≥ 0, 22%)
2. Cognitive decliners (slope < 0, 78%)
MrOS (n = 3820, Male)
1. Cognitive maintainers (slope ≥ 0, 6%)
2. Cognitive decliners (slope < 0, 94%)

Yokoyama Exploration: Exploration
et al. [29] US
SOF: aged 70–79; preserved ADLs; able
(SOF+MrOS) to walk 0.25 mile or climb 10 steps
without resting; no life-threatening cancer

Replication:
US (Healthy
Aging Study)

MrOS: aged 65+; no assistance in walk;
no bilateral hip replacements; no
life-threatening condition
SOF + MrOS: genetic data available;
cognitive data available at 2 + waves
Replication
Healthy aging study: white; cognitively
normal; had MRI scan; genetic data
available

n.s., not stated; 3MS/mMMSE, Modified Mini-Mental State Examination; TMTB, Trails Making Test Part B; CLVT, California Verbal Learning Test; ADL, activity of daily living; EM, episodic
memory; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging. 1) The label of each trajectory class was transcribed verbatim from the articles. Where the labels were not stated in the article† , they were described
based on baseline and rate of change in this table. 2) The order of each trajectory class was from the most advantaged to the most disadvantaged.
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Sweden (The Aged 75+; no missing data in included
Kungsholmen variables
Project)
Small et al. [19]

n.s., not stated; MMSE, Mini-Mental State Examination. 1) The label of each trajectory class was transcribed verbatim from the articles. Where the labels were not stated in the article† , they were
described based on baseline and rate of change in this table. 2) The order of each trajectory class was from the most advantaged to the most disadvantaged.

2 classes†
1. High-Minor decline (79%)
2. Low-Major decline (21%)
Growth mixture
models
4 waves, 7 y
MMSE

Random-effects
mixture models
4 wave, 6 y
MMSE
Aged 65+; no dementia till the 5th
follow-up; attended the 8th wave of visit
(last wave)
Proust et al. [24]

France
(PAQUID)

n = 1392
65 + y
Female (n.s.)
Ethnicity n.s.
n = 528
79.7 (n.s.) y
Female (77%)
Ethnicity n.s.

Statistical
analysis
Follow-up
Cognitive
assessment
Sample size,
mean age (SD),
gender, ethnicity
Inclusion criteria
Country
(name of
study)
Authors

Table 4
Cognitive trajectories and incident dementia

2 classes
1. Linear slight decline (98%)
2. Non-linear accelerating decline (2%)
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Number and shape of trajectories
The number of classes of cognitive trajectories
identified ranged from two to six, with 17 studies
finding three and 11 studies identifying four classes.
The proportion of individuals who fell into the different classes varied widely across the studies. The
trajectory profiles identified in most studies (n = 20)
followed a typical pattern with the trajectories that
started at a higher baseline generally having a lower
degree of decline, while those that started lower had
a faster rate of decline. Therefore, the slopes became
progressively steeper as the intercept dropped, and
the trajectories of different classes did not intersect. Studies following this pattern all reported a
group of ‘successful cognitive agers’, with the proportion ranging from 2% [23] to 98% [24], whose
trajectories were characterized as the most superior class—the highest intercept and flattest or even
upward slope. All of these studies also identified a
group of ‘rapid decliners’ with the lowest intercept
and steepest slope, and the proportion ranged from
3% [25] to 54% [26]. Except for the studies with only
two classes, all studies also identified one or more
groups of ‘minor decliners’ or ‘stable-medium’ with
moderate intercept and a slope that was in-between
the two aforementioned trajectory patterns. This pattern was also observed in three of seven slope-based
studies [27–29].
A number of studies, however, detected some
‘non-typical’ patterns. For example, four studies [23,
30–32] reported a ‘stable low’ class with low baseline/intercept and a relatively flat slope suggestive of
no further decline or change (% of individuals falling
in this class ranged from 4%–18%). Ten studies identified one to two trajectory classes whose intercept
was not the lowest but still had the steepest slope, with
some of them intersecting with other trajectories (proportion: 4%–30%). Similarly, one of these studies
observed a decline in the class which started highest,
while there was an increase in the class starting lowest
[33]. Another study found that all classes, except for
the worst class, improved in performance over time
[34]. Finally, one slope-based study observed similar
cognitive function between classes at baseline, but
they diverged over follow-up [35].
Predictors and outcomes associated with
trajectories
Predictors of class membership
Of the 37 studies included in this review, 26 studies investigated factors that were associated with the
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membership of a trajectory class. Nine of these studies used the best class as the reference group and
determined which factors were associated with membership in worse classes, while six studies used an
intermediate class as the reference group, and five
studies used the worst class. The reference group differed by cognitive domain in one study and by the
class of interest in another. Four studies compared
the factors univariately between the classes. Overall,
a total of 60 factors were identified that were associated with class membership, including 32 protective
factors that predicted higher odds of being in a better
class or lower odds of being in a worse class compared to the reference class. There were also 24 risk
factors that were identified. A further four factors
showed inconsistent results, being either a protective or risk factor depending on the study (described
further below).
Most of the identified factors (n = 44) were either
positively (protective factors) or inversely (risk factors) predictive of the best class but were often
associated with one or more intermediate classes
also when the best class was not chosen as the
reference group. The most commonly reported protective factors were higher education (n = 14), social
engagement (n = 8), physical activity (n = 5), physical
function (n = 4), cognitive activity (n = 3), volunteering activity (n = 3) and higher BMI (n = 3). On the
other hand, risk factors that were often examined
and found to be associated with class membership
were depressive symptoms (n = 6), APOE 4 allele
(n = 6), physical limitation (n = 5), diabetes (n = 4),
higher amyloid burden (n = 4), and smoking (n = 3).
There were four factors that showed inconsistent
results across studies. Among the 16 studies that analyzed age in relation to class membership, older age
predicted worse trajectory classes in 10 studies. Being
female was predictive of better classes in eight studies, but another two studies found opposite results
[36, 37]. Furthermore, in terms of discordant findings,
although most studies showed higher baseline cognitive function in better classes, one study observed that
better baseline episodic memory inversely predicted
declining memory [38]. One study also found that the
best class was predicted by better self-rated health in
males [39], in contrast to another study in males and
females [30].

time within individual classes. In two studies consistent effects were seen across all classes, with older
age, physical limitation and dementia being detrimental, and being married and church attendance
beneficial [26, 40].
In contrast, some factors did not affect cognitive
trajectory to the same extent across all classes. For
example, higher education was found to be beneficial only in the best class in one study [26] and
the worst class in another study [41]. Howrey et al.
observed that depression was detrimental in the best
two classes, and social support was beneficial only
in the worst class [40]. Further, Parkinson’s disease
was associated with lower general cognitive function in the best class, and stroke negatively impacted
non-memory cognition only in the worst class [42].

Class-speciﬁc predictors
Four studies (all with three classes), examined factors associated with baseline cognitive performance,
rate of change, or the average cognitive score over

This is the first systematic review to identify the
patterns of cognitive trajectories in older adults, and
to summarize the factors which are associated with
membership of different trajectories, as well as the

Outcomes associated with trajectories
Ten studies investigated the association between
trajectory class membership and outcomes. Being in
a worse class compared to the reference class was
associated with higher risk of mortality, physical limitations or disability, dementia, cognitive impairment,
hospitalization, nursing home admission, and depression. In addition, membership of worse trajectory
classes predicted an increase in amyloid burden and
tangle density, as well as a higher rate of hippocampal
atrophy and lower hippocampal volume and entorhinal cortical thickness.
Two studies analyzed the interaction between a
number of factors and trajectory class in predicting
health outcomes. Zahodne et al. observed that predictors of the risk of dementia differed across the
four classes identified [43]. Similarly, Marioni et al.
found that being female and higher social engagement decreased the risk of mortality in all classes,
but higher education counterintuitively increased the
risk of mortality in the best class [44].
Quality assessment
Thirteen studies were assessed as high quality and
23 as moderate quality, mostly because attrition rates
were very high (>20%) or could not be properly
assessed (Supplementary Table 4).
DISCUSSION
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associated outcomes. The findings of 37 studies suggest that cognitive aging in late life is a dynamic
process with significant inter-individual variability.
The number of trajectory class identified varied
widely across studies but was not specifically linked
to the size or heterogeneity of the sample. Most
studies identified a relatively stable and high functioning class, and contrasted this was one or more
classes that declined to varying extents with lower
initial functioning. Factors which were predictive of
being in the best trajectory class were largely consistent with existing literature in being the absence
of known risk factors for cognitive decline. However,
associations were not consistent across all studies and
varied depending on the reference group and factors
considered. The ten studies which investigated outcomes based on class membership found that being
in a worse trajectory class was associated with poorer
outcomes.
The results of this systematic review indicate that
there is no a specific number of cognitive trajectories
which is found consistently across different studies
and populations. However, the majority of studies
using latent class growth analysis (LCGA) identified
three to four classes, suggesting that the underlying
heterogeneity of cognitive aging in communitydwelling individuals might follow such a typical
profile. The reason why some studies identified fewer
or more classes than this is unclear [23, 25, 30,
36, 45]. In particular, there was no specific correlation between a larger sample or a wider age-range
and/or recruitment of a more diverse sample, and an
increasing number of trajectories. It is worth noting,
however, that the optimal number of classes in LCGA
is not determined based on a single objective criterion
but is derived from the trade-off between subjective
judgement and objective standards [46, 47]. Therefore, the research aim, statistical methodology, and
criteria used for model selection might have contributed to such variance. For example, two studies
pre-determined to classify the participants into two
classes before selecting the best model based on fit
indices, in order to predict the risk of dementia versus no dementia [19, 24]. Also, statistical methods of
analysis can influence the permitted variability within
classes. In group-based trajectory modelling, the
within-class intercept and slope variances are set to
zero, implying larger within-class homogeneity and
possibly resulting in more trajectory classes in comparison to growth mixture modelling which includes
random effects in the model of each trajectory class
with higher within-class variability [7, 46]. Further,

since a number of indices in terms of model fit (information criteria), classification accuracy (entropy),
and comparison of competing models (likelihood
ratio test, Bayes factor) can be used for determining
the number of classes, the mixed statistical criteria
used for model selection in the included studies might
have partially caused such variance. The general rule
of thumb is to incorporate multiple indices and also
consider the research question and clinical plausibility, in order to select the best-fitting, yet the most
parsimonious and representative model [7, 47, 48].
The seven slope-based studies classified the participants into either two or three classes based on the
change in cognitive function, and thus the number of
classes was not data-driven and might not adequately
capture the population heterogeneity.
Despite the heterogeneity across studies, almost
all studies identified a ‘stable-high’ class in which
the individuals appeared to maintain their cognitive
function at a relatively high level even with advancing age. It is reasonable to view this subgroup as the
‘successful cognitive agers’ as their longitudinal patterns conform to the definition of healthy aging [1].
The strongest evidence for this ‘stable-high’ class
was for a measure of general cognitive function,
but this was also because most studies focused on
this cognitive assessment. However, the ‘stable-high’
class was also observed in terms of some other cognitive domains such as memory, processing speed,
and executive function [23, 34, 43, 45, 49–51]. Of
note, these are cognitive domains that are thought to
decline more rapidly than others during the ‘normal’
aging process [2]. This suggests that some individuals
may be resilient to brain aging. Another class which
was commonly identified was the ‘minor-decline’ or
‘stable-medium’ class. In contrast to the stable-high
class described above, these individuals may fit a
more ‘typical’ profile based on prior knowledge about
changes in cognitive function with aging [2], and
these individuals may be experiencing ‘normal cognitive aging’. This is traditionally viewed as slight and
gradual cognitive decline over time due to age-related
neurodegeneration which leads to a compromise in
daily activities without impaired function [2, 52].
As expected, these two classes (minor-decline and
stable-medium) therefore accounted for the majority of the participants in most studies. The other
classes identified across a number of studies include
the rapid-decliners, which could be viewed as individuals with ‘pathological cognitive aging’, and possibly
even reaching criteria for mild cognitive impairment
or dementia [19, 20, 24, 25, 32, 50, 51, 53–56]. In
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four studies, an atypical ‘stable-low’ class was identified which also had a higher prevalence of risk
factors for cognitive decline and poorer health outcomes compared to other classes [30–32, 51]. It
remains unclear if the stability of cognitive function
in this class resulted from floor effects in terms of
the cognitive tests or large intra-individual variability of the slope [51]. Inclusion of individuals with
low cognitive function at baseline indicates that individuals were not sufficiently screened at study entry
and may have also had symptoms of severe impairment or dementia. It is worth mentioning that the
‘rapid-decline’ and ‘stable-low’ class was found to be
predicted and prospectively associated with physical
limitation/disability, suggesting that decline in cognitive and physical function is most likely to occur
concurrently [25, 30, 40, 42, 51, 57, 58]. Together,
these findings outline several main phenotypes of
cognitive aging in the general population and highlight the importance of studying cognitive function
as trajectories which takes both the baseline and longitudinal changes into account.
It is also important to note that the proportion of
individuals falling into each of these classes varied substantially across studies. This is likely to
reflect different characteristics of the study sample, as well as the different cognitive domains
assessed. The assessment tools used to measure cognitive performance varied across studies, making
direct comparisons difficult [59, 60]. However, the
results do provide further support for some cognitive domains being more susceptible (or resistant) to
decline with aging. For example, memory loss, as
one of the most common cognitive complaints from
older adults, is a core early symptom of dementia [2,
61]. Therefore, it is reasonable that studies focusing
on episodic memory generally reported fewer participants in the ‘stable-high’ class compared to those
of general cognitive function [33, 43, 45, 49–51].
However, the trajectory profiles were still highly
heterogeneous among the 15 studies that used a common assessment of general cognitive function, the
MMSE. One possible reason is the difference in inclusion criteria for study participants, with some studies
involving younger participants or using rigorous
screening to recruit individuals who were cognitively
healthy at baseline. This might have resulted in the
selection of a particularly ‘healthy’ and homogenous
study sample, which could lead to a smaller proportion in the ‘rapid-decline’ class and a reduction in
the number of classes overall. Another reason for the
variability in findings could have resulted from the
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length of follow-up and extent of cognitive testing.
As cognitive aging is a slow process, studies with
shorter lengths of follow-up and/or younger individuals might have been less likely to observe a class
of individuals with cognitive decline. Moreover, as
trajectory analysis required repeated measurement,
there is a higher risk of drop out (including death,
given that most studies involved older adults), and this
attrition might have influenced the trajectory profiles.
Three community-based studies which used a quite
robust approach that minimized both attrition bias
and selection bias (with more relaxed inclusion criteria), all found a similar proportion of individuals in
the ‘stable-high’ class (28%–32%) [25, 42, 57]. This
might provide a more accurate reflection of the proportion of ‘successful cognitive agers’ in the wider
community.
With regards to the predictors of class membership,
overall findings indicate that younger individuals,
females, and those with higher education, better psychosocial/health conditions and without a key genetic
risk factor (i.e., APOE 4 allele) were more likely to
be in a high trajectory class. These findings align with
current knowledge about risk and protective factors
for cognitive decline in older adults [62]. However,
there were some studies that reported opposing findings. For example, two studies found that females
were more likely to be in the worse classes [36,
37], but they also reported an interaction between
gender and social factors on cognitive function, suggesting that social mechanisms might help explain
these differences. Also, despite that older age is the
most commonly identified risk factor of lower cognitive trajectories, the observation that age was not
predictive of any trajectory classes in any age groups
suggests that chronological age might be not always
a robust predictor across the wide spectrum of cognitive aging [49]. Consistent with existing evidence [3,
63, 64], a number of modifiable factors were found
to be predictive of class membership, among which
social engagement, depressive symptoms, and physical activity were the most studied. Furthermore, the
trajectories of these modifiable factors were associated with classes of cognitive trajectories [23, 30,
58], so that these factors not only predict but also
coexist with cognitive aging. This not only shows
the cumulative effects of these modifiable factors on
cognitive aging over time, as well as the complexity of their contemporaneous interrelationship with
cognitive function, but also provides evidence for the
optimal time window and suggests specific targeting
of cognitive management, especially for those with
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comorbid conditions, to reduce or delay cognitive
impairment. Finally, four studies investigated factors
which could influence cognitive change specifically
within individual trajectory classes and showed that
individuals in different trajectory class varied widely
in sociodemographic, health behaviors, and health
status [26, 40–42]. In terms of possible interventions
to promote successful cognitive aging and preventive
strategies to delay cognitive decline, this highlights
the need for strategies to be tailored specifically to
individuals with different trajectories of cognitive
aging and risk profiles. This more ‘personalized’
medicine approach would differ from broad public
health policies which may only be applicable to a
subpopulation of individuals [65, 66].
There are several limitations in the findings from
the research literature to date and areas where more
research is required. Firstly, evidence about what factors could help predict ‘successful cognitive aging’
is relatively scarce, yet this is essential knowledge to
inform the development of approaches to promote
cognitive resilience. Importantly, using a machine
learning technique, McFall et al. observed that predictors of the ‘stable-high’ class largely differed
from the risk factors for ‘rapid-decline’ class, suggesting that the mechanisms of cognitive resilience
might not simply be the opposite of those underlying cognitive decline [49]. This concept would be
applicable for both environmental/lifestyle factors, as
well as the genetic contributors of cognitive function. Despite risk genes of dementia having been
extensively studied using genome-wide association
studies [67, 68], little is known about the genetic
factors contributing to cognitive resilience. Indeed,
the study of Yokoyama et al. was the only study
that reported on genetic factors of cognitive maintenance [29]. There is a total of 11 studies that
looked at biological measures in relation to cognitive trajectories including neuroimaging, genetic,
blood and autoptic biomarkers [20, 28, 29, 31, 34,
35, 38, 43, 50, 52, 69]. However, APOE 4 allele
and amyloid load are the only two biomarkers which
were tested in two or more studies. Therefore, further research is needed to duplicate the results of
other biomarkers, especially neuroimaging biomarkers which could facilitate better early prediction of
cognitive decline clinically. Furthermore, some studies investigated predictors of the ‘stable-high’ class
using a worse class as the reference group, but it
is unsure if such methodologies could distinguish
‘successful cognitive agers’ from the general population. Secondly, many studies acknowledged that the

cognitive tests they used for general cognitive function, often the MMSE, were insensitive to a subtle
change in cognitive function, and subject to strong
ceiling effects (meaning many individuals will attain
maximal scores on the test). The use of composite
measures combining multiple tests might be more
desirable for assessing general cognitive function
because they could sensitively capture the cognitive
change with additional information, and reduce both
ceiling, as well as floor effects [70]. However, the
disadvantage of using composite measures is the loss
of information provided from individual tests, and
potential differences across cognitive domains which
can also provide important insights into the etiology
of cognitive decline [20, 71]. Therefore, it might be
helpful for further research to incorporate both composite and domain-specific measures. Thirdly, there is
a lack of evidence about the potential effects of attrition bias. A proportion of the studies set inclusion
criteria on the availability of cognitive data across
waves to minimize the missing values in their analyses, but these criteria might lead to selection bias.
Despite the statistical methodology (LCGA) generally tolerating missing values, it does not account
for the mechanisms of dropout and assumes data are
missing at random [48, 72, 73]. There are only a
few studies that set relatively wide inclusion criteria based on their cognitive data while also providing
evidence for low risk of attrition bias [25, 30, 31, 35,
44, 52, 57]. Fourthly, most studies analyzed modifiable factors using a single cross-sectional assessment
at baseline. However, as mentioned above, these
modifiable factors such as psychosocial conditions,
physical function, depressive symptoms and comorbidities might change over time and concurrently with
cognitive function, mutually affecting one another.
Therefore, further investigation of concurrent trajectories of cognitive function and modifiable factors
might be a promising future direction of research.
Fourthly, given the significant heterogeneity of the
included study sample, comparison of trajectory profiles of specific cognitive domains could not be done
between studies using different samples. In the three
studies that assessed multiple domains using a single study sample, two studies respectively found that
sleeping patterns and mental health well-being were
associated with membership of cognitive trajectories
regardless of cognitive domains [23, 33]. However,
Teipel et al. found that the protective effects of higher
education observed on general cognitive function was
absent on memory, although the class membership
was highly consistent across cognitive domains [34].
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Therefore, additional studies are needed to investigate the variation of cognitive ageing across different
domains. Lastly, other typical methodological limitations are likely to exist to some extent in the
included studies and have influenced their findings,
including limitations related to smaller sample size
and lower statistical power, residual confounding and
recall bias.
There are limitations of this review. Firstly, we
only searched research literature published in English
and identifiable from two databases, MEDLINE and
EMBASE, and thus some relevant studies might not
have been included. Secondly, in terms of the quality
assessment, we only assessed the representativeness
of each cohort based on the source population rather
than providing a comprehensive evaluation which
also considered loss to follow-up. Studies with a strict
inclusion criterion based on the number of timepoints
that cognitive function was assessed, generally had a
low dropout rate. They ensured the completeness of
the cognitive data across multiple waves in the analysis, but the compromise was a highly selected sample.
In contrast, the dropout rate was usually higher in
studies which were less selective in the availability
of cognitive data. Therefore, there appears to be a
direct trade-off between attrition bias (the dropout
rate) and selection bias (the inclusion criteria regarding the availability of cognitive data). Thirdly, we
did not perform a meta-analysis due to the high
heterogeneity across studies in many aspects, including the cognitive test used, aims of the study which
influenced their design and analysis, as well as the
predictors examined. Strengths of this review, however, include comprehensive search strategies and
broad criteria of study selection in terms of the population, cognitive test and domain as well as the
exposure and outcome of interest, which facilitated
a comprehensive summary of the heterogeneous process of cognitive aging as well as its predictors and
outcomes. Another strength is that we independently
extracted all the relevant data with details and conducted quality assessment for each included study,
following PRISMA guidelines.
Conclusion
This review found that cognitive aging is dynamic
and heterogeneous in community-dwelling older
adults. The identified trajectory profiles varied
by study, possibly because of the difference in
research aim, study sample, cognitive domain
assessed, or model selection criteria, as the statistical
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methodologies of LCGA are highly flexible and there
is no fixed standard approach. Future studies using
LCGA should ideally use a comprehensive battery
of cognitive assessment, follow a uniform theoretical
framework, and report the rationale and details of
statistical analysis. Age was the most commonly
identified non-modifiable factor that influenced cognitive trajectories. However, chronological age might
not be the most robust scale on which to assess aging.
Additional studies could thus investigate whether
markers of biological aging [74] provide a more
accurate predictor of later-life cognitive trajectories.
Additional research into modifiable factors (e.g.,
psychosocial factors and health behaviors) is also
required, especially their longitudinal changes and
time-varying effects on cognitive aging, to better
inform the feasibility and timing of interventions.
Further investigation of a variety of biological measures, especially those which can be easily accessed
in clinics and communities, may also offer new
insights into the processes that co-occur with cognitive ageing as well as the early prediction and
prevention of dementia. Finally, what defies successful cognitive aging remains under debate, and the
factors that distinguish high cognitive performance
from ‘normal aging’ is unclear. It is likely that preventive strategies for cognitive decline are merely
necessary yet insufficient for older adults to be in
the optimal class of cognitive trajectory. Therefore,
it is worth shifting the conceptualization of cognitive health from the lack of cognitive impairment
to maintenance of cognitive function at the optimal
level.
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